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Santa Paws Is Coming

Winter Wags 
from Your 
Supporter’s 
Reporter, 
Janice
Hi, dog lovers! I’m Janice, your 
supporter’s reporter, the Pit Bull 
with the patter. I’m not always 
great with new things, but this 
reporter job is wag-tastic because, 
well… you’re so paw-some! When 
you see your highlights of the year 
on pages 8 and 9, give yourself  
a well-deserved ear scratch  
– you’ve achieved so much!

You get a special snout-out from 
the underdogs (those of us who’ve 
been in Dogs Trust longer than six 
months), who need you most of all. 
It’s only because of dedicated dog  
 

lovers like you that we get the  
space, patience and care we need  
to get healthy and feel secure –  
you are everything to us. Even after 
we’re adopted, it can take a while 
to adjust, but I hope that Beuller’s 
beautiful story on pages 6 and 7 
shows you just how worth it we  
are, and just how important all  
your support is!

So, if your resolution is to help  
even more dogs in the new year, 
on pages 4 and 12 you’ll see how 
you can get involved in saving lives 
and keeping some very important 
promises to dogs, and on page 3 
you’ll see tips for keeping safe  
while you warm up for the next  
99k for Canines challenge.

From me, from the team and from 
every Dogs Trust dog in Ireland, 
THANK YOU for your support in 
2021, and we’ll be bark next year!

About Janice
This smiley Pit Bull girl needs a close 
bond before she can really relax, but 
once it’s there, she is your pal for life. 
Janice can be worried by new situations, 
especially new men, although she has 
come on in leaps and bounds in the 
rehoming centre and is learning that new 
things can mean good times. A digger, a 
tugger and a foodie, Janice loves nothing 
more than a tasty treat hidden in a 
cardboard box puzzle or a good game of 
tug-rope with her favourite people. Janice 
would love an all-female adult household 
with no other pets, where someone is 
home most of the day to build up her 
confidence and sense of security. Her  
new family will need to keep up her 
training and be OK with taking Janice  
out at quieter times so she can really 
enjoy her walks – she is fine with her 
harness and muzzle.

€45

€10 €20

€15

Chris-mutts Cards
This year, our Christmas cards come in two designs, 
featuring season’s greetings from Strider and Glen 
Coco. They are €8 for a pack of 12, and you can order 
them online at DogsTrust.ie/Shop

99k for Canines 
– Showing You 
Care with Every 
Kilometre
This was another amazing year for the 
99k for Canines Facebook challenge, 
and it’s all down to you and your 
dedication to dogs. Over 6,900 of 
you put on your shoes and racked 
up those steps back in February and 
again in August. Thousands more of 
you donated to show just how much 
you care about dogs. In the dedicated 
Facebook group, you shared your 
cheery photos in your bright yellow 
t-shirts and happy bandanas, and 
brought the summer even on the days  
when the weather was less than kind. 

Your snappy stepping supports cosy 
beds, vital care and new lives for 
hundreds of dogs across Ireland 
every year, so thank you so much for 
showing you care with every kilometre. 
We’ll have new challenges in the new 
year – sign-ups open in December for 
January’s 99k for Canines challenge!

Wellbeing On Those 
Winter Walkies
As a dog lover, you know that walkies 
don’t stop for winter. So, whether 
you’re preparing for next year’s 99k for 
Canines challenge or just having your 
usual potter with your pooch, here 
are some tips to keep you safe and 
seen when you’re out and about in the 
darker, colder months.

• Be visible – choose hi-vis or 
fluorescent clothing for humans in 
daylight, and something reflective 
after dark. Reflective leads, light-
up collars and lights that attach to 
harnesses are all available for your 
doggie pal too, so they can be seen 
by cars or other walkers.  

 

 Take a torch – they can be super 
handy for seeing what’s ahead on 
dark days as well as at night.

• Stick to familiar paths in the dark 
– if you can’t see what’s there, don’t 
step there.

• Stay warm – your dog might need a 
cosy coat if they’re older, smaller or 
have thinner hair, just make sure it’s 
a good fit and they are comfortable 
wearing it!

• Don’t take chances with traffic  
– drivers can’t see you as well in 
low winter sun or during longer 
nights, even if you can see them.

• Watch out for wildlife – give 
wintering birds the space and  
peace they need to forage.

Catherine with Bonnie, Jean with Maggie Mae and 

Adrienne with Bella - all kitted out for their 99k

Ligita’s crew of waggy walkers – 

Rhonda, Roxy, Rinty, Tiffany and Raida

Ciara with Freckle – sadly, 
Freckle’s mum, Peppa, passed 
away during the challenge, but 
Ciara kept going in her memoryScan the QR code 

here to find out 
more:
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Trixie all wrapped  

up for walkies

Presents for Your Pack
For the ulti-mutt Christmas thought for the dog lover in your life, why not 
check out the gifts we have to offer? From mugs to hoodies, ball throwers 
to doggie-treat selection stockings, our online shop has something for 
everyone this Christmas, including the warm glow you only get from 
providing vital care for dogs with every purchase. Last date for online 
shopping is 10 December, so get those orders in! 
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You Saved Blue
Puppy farm mums are 
overbred and suffer in 
darkness. Will you save a 
mum like Blue this Christmas?
It was one of the biggest intakes  
of dogs we’d ever had from a  
puppy farm. 

We got the call on the day that the 
dogs would be arriving. It was all 
hands on deck as we scrubbed  
down and got all six of our whelping 
kennels ready.

Straight away, we brought Blue into  
the vet suite for a check-up. During  
her examination, her tail was tucked 
under. Blue wasn’t putting up a fight, 
but you could tell she didn’t want to  
be touched. 

“I don’t think Blue had ever felt a 
gentle touch or heard a kind word 
in her life.” 

Stephanie, Puppy Rearer

She looked like a dog who had given up.

But thanks to dog lovers like 
you, we didn’t give up on Blue.

We had to shave her matted coat to 
make her more comfortable. Then we 
placed her into one of the whelping 
kennels where she could be warm  
and feel safe for when she was ready  
to give birth.

With your help, we’re tackling puppy 
farms in Ireland, by lobbying the 
government for stricter dog breeding 
legislation and educating dog lovers on  
how to spot bad breeders. 

Once Blue gave birth, she became very 
wary around us. She’d pace her kennel 
as we approached. And when we went 
in, she kept a close watch on us, her 
body tensed and her tail down.

Every day, we’d go into her kennel  
with her food and talk to her so she’d 
start associating food with humans.

After three weeks, Blue was still 
struggling with being around people.

We had to make a difficult decision.

You see, when puppies reach four 
weeks old, they start to copy their 
mum’s behaviour. We couldn’t risk 
her puppies being fearful around 
us. It would hurt their chances of 
trusting us and finding their own  
forever homes.

Clodagh, a Yorkshire Terrier from  
the same puppy farm, had her 
puppies at the same time as Blue 
and was a great mum. So we 
decided to put Blue’s pups in with 
her to see if she’d care for them  
too – and she did! 

We put Blue into a kennel with 
Caoimhe, another dog from the 
same puppy farm who we were 
able to build up trust with quickly. 
Our hope was that Blue would see how 
relaxed Caoimhe was with us and that 
she would start to trust us too.

The patience and expert care Blue 
needed is only possible thanks to dog 
lovers like you who support our work.

Please will you give  
another pregnant and 
frightened mum like Blue the 
care she needs this Christmas 
by sending a gift today?

Each day, Blue would watch from 
a distance as Caoimhe came up 
to us for rubs and cuddles. 

Then, one day, Blue’s big  
moment came.

She walked up to her canine carer  
for a pat and rub. A few days later, 
she let us put a collar on her. 
And we took her for her first walk 
around the rehoming centre.

You turned Blue from a frightened 
and mistrustful dog to a mum 
who loved pets and cuddles.

Another puppy farm mum like 
Blue is out there now, terrified 
and in need of love – your love. 

Please, send a gift today and 
give a dog like Blue their first 
happy Christmas. 

Use the form attached  
to your letter.
Go to  
DogsTrust.ie/DogTales

Call us on  
1890 25 29 28  
(Option 3)

Blue and her puppies, warm  and safe thanks to you

Poor Blue, so terrified when she 
arrived at the rehoming centre

Are you an all-adult,  
all-female household looking for 
a super-busy, super-bright boy 

who loves to leap tall fences in a 
single bound? Have you considered 
Ruairi, our smiley Terrier trickster 

who is absolutely your best pal but 
will also test the security of your 
garden to its limits? This charmer 
needs time and patience to truly 
let his cheeky side shine, but in 

the right family he will  
be a total star.

Strider Riley

Five  
Underdogs 
Waiting

Ruairi 

A cheeky, clownish Lurcher, Riley 
loves to get up to mischief for his 

own amusement. A leggy, active dog, 
he needs an adult only home where 
someone is home most of the day, 
where he’ll have a garden to play in 

and where he can keep up his training. 
This happy boy is ready and waiting to 
bring laughter and divilment into the 
right home, and can even share with 
another dog after meeting them to  

see if they’re a match.

Instantly friendly with people, this 
lively German Shepherd boy needs 

an adult only home where he is 
the only pet and where someone is 
home most of the time. Strider has 
no idea of his own size, so he needs 

ongoing positive reinforcement 
training to learn to be calm around 

new people, new dogs and new 
situations – he just gets so excited! 
Strider would do best in a rural area 

with a large secure garden.

Holly

A shy Collie girl who prefers a small, 
exclusive circle of human friends, 

Holly needs an adult only home with 
few visitors and no other pets. She 
will need patient guidance on things 
like lead walking or car journeys, but 
when her confidence grows and she 
learns to trust you, she can be very 

affectionate. Holly would be happiest 
with a family of one or two people 

only, with a secure garden where she 
can potter about and relax.

True to her name, this Collie girl 
has an absolute heart of gold 
and has so much love to give. 
A very sensitive girl, Queenie is 

easily frightened by a lot of things 
we might take for granted. This 
means she needs a quiet, rural 

home with a large secure garden 
and no other dogs or traffic 

around. Queenie can live with 
children over 16, and she is so 

ready to be a faithful companion 
to the right family.

Through your support of Dogs Trust, you care for and rehome dogs of all 
shapes, sizes, ages and needs – from puppies to seniors, from Yorkshire 
Terriers to German Shepherds. Some of the dogs you support are less 
sure of the ordinary world than others, though, and sometimes these 
dogs need extra time, extra care and an extra-special home. If you think 
you are a good match for any of our underdogs, we would absolutely love 
to hear from you, and so would these extra-special five!

Sponsor a Dog  
for Christmas
Looking for a gift for the dog lover in your 
life that spreads joy, lasts all year and can 
be posted anywhere in the world? Why not 
sponsor a dog with us? Sponsoring a dog 
provides abandoned and unwanted dogs with 
warm beds, vital food and medicine and the 
love they need to get back on their paws. Your 
dog-loving pal will get regular letters, cards 
and messages from their sponsor dog to keep 
them updated – they’ll always remember your 
thoughtful gift! You can get more details at

DogsTrust.ie/Sponsor

Queenie
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Beuller’s Journey 
to Joy – Your 
Care Made All 
the Difference
When journalist Laura Grainger heard 
about the big increase in people 
wanting to give up the dogs they 
got during lockdown, she was not 
surprised that some people were 
struggling with their new furry family 
member. Her family adopted Beuller 
the Rottweiler during lockdown, and 
they sometimes felt they had taken 
on too much. 

Laura wrote about her experiences  
for the popular website herfamily.ie,  
and she has very kindly said that  
we can print a version of that article  
to show just how big a journey she  
and her family went on when they 
adopted Beuller. 

Here is Laura’s story:

I was away in early 2020, when my 
family first told me they were looking  
at adopting from Dogs Trust. I joked 
about how of course they’d choose 
to get a dog when I was moved out 
despite myself and my sister pestering 
our parents for years!

The dog they were looking at was 
named Beuller, a male Rottweiler with 
an estimated age of between five and 
seven. My dad had a Rottie when he 
was younger and often told us stories  
of how misjudged they are.

Beuller was found roaming around, 
close to a busy and dangerous main 
road. He was malnourished, in need 
of neutering and his coat was matted. 
He was also later discovered to have 
spondylosis, a spinal condition.

It took the team in Dogs Trust over two 
weeks just to get a collar on Beuller 
because of how frightened and anxious 
he was. He was noted as being reactive  
to other dogs, which implied he hadn’t 
been socialised.

My family kept me updated on the 
centre visits to Beuller, sent me  
pictures and showed me his online  
‘for adoption’ profile. When the time 
came to do an overnight home visit, 
everyone was optimistic.

But it didn’t go to plan. He was restless 
in his anxiety; he wouldn’t allow 
anyone to rub or pat him during the 
day, instead walking past or dodging 
their hand, and at night, his unrelenting 
pacing went on and on.

After two nights of broken sleep and 
little interaction from him, Dogs Trust 
came to collect him as my family said 
goodbye in tears.

Beuller played on everyone’s minds – 
especially when it came to my sister, 
who never stopped talking about him. I 
was home about two weeks when my 
parents rang up to see if we could try 
him again. 

This time seemed to go much better, 
and so he continued staying with us 
until we formally adopted him. But 
even after the papers were signed, we 
still faced a lot of issues and wondered 
whether he’d ever truly settle.

For one, his trust in us was sporadic. 
My sister quickly became his number 
one, and he soon became her shadow. 
But when it came to the rest of us, he 
seemed to be okay with us one day 
and completely uninterested the next. 

He was particularly cautious of my 
dad, the only man in the house, and 
would sort of duck away from his hand 
whenever he’d try to pat him.

He also didn’t want us coming 
anywhere near him with a leash, 
harness or muzzle for quite some 
time. As Rottweilers are on the 
restricted breed list and therefore 
have to wear a muzzle in public, this 
proved difficult when walking or taking 
trips to the vet.

Dogs Trust gave us tips on trying to get 
him used to them by placing them on 
the ground and throwing treats or bits 
of meat to at least get him near them 
and smelling them until he eventually 
let us put them on.

With his initial anxiety to the leash  
and his curious staring, it felt like 
walking a puppy who was exploring  
a scary but interesting world for the 
first time. And so we wondered if he’d 
ever been given a proper walk before 
he was rescued.

Beuller’s name in lights

His health conditions affected his 
moods too, which took us a while to 
realise. We noticed the change to a 
more upbeat temperament when he’d 
received his spondylosis injections, 
and quickly realised that just because 
Beuller loves a food doesn’t mean that 
particular food loves Beuller.

We tried a few different ways of getting 
him to sleep. He’d loudly howl a really 
sorrowful cry (which we later realised 
was the result of bad dreams). 

I’ll be honest, we were tired. It felt like 
each of us were trying every single 
thing we possibly could to make it 
work, but we weren’t sure he wanted 
us as much as we wanted him. It 
was fairly obvious he had PTSD from 
either being physically mistreated or 
just left alone chained up somewhere 
for years, and it felt like the life we 
were trying to give him – the life he 
deserved – was being destroyed by it.

We considered giving him back  
a few times. We spoke with Dogs 
Trust sometimes for advice or new 
suggestions, and once at our wit’s  
end when none of us really knew  
what to do anymore.

With their help and support, we 
began to realise that just like with 
humans who are healing from trauma, 
he needed time and patience. The 
problem wasn’t us, and so it wasn’t 
something that we could ‘fix.’ All 
that could be done was continue to 
give him love when he let us, try to 
teach him what not to do (like eating 
compost!), and truly just wait it out.

And he did settle. He did more than 
settle, he made us the family of five 
we now are. He loves cuddles from 
each member of the family now – 
actually, he prefers rubs from all four 
of us at once like the pampered pooch 
he is. If you stop rubbing him before 
he prefers, he’ll nudge you to continue.

He’s so comfortable with us now, 
unafraid to be his goofball self. He 
sleeps indoors in a plush bed, plays 
games of chasing, tug-o-war and hide-
and-seek with my sister, loves napping 
against me on the sofa, adores pre-
bed rubs from my mam, and likes a bit 
of rough-and-tumble with my dad.

I’m so glad lockdown gave each of 
us the time to really bond and work 
with him because our efforts paid off 
so well, and we can really see that he 
now knows this is his forever home.

Thanks so much to Laura for sharing 
such an honest account of her 
family’s experiences with Beuller. 
Thanks to you, we could be there 
to help Beuller recognise a loving 
family at last – even if it didn’t 
happen overnight. Rescue dogs, 
especially adult dogs, can often take 
a few months to settle in to a new 
home and feel safe enough to reveal 
their true personality – but it’s most 
definitely worth the wait!

Beuller getting used to his muzzle

Beuller learning to adjust  to a new and better life
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Even though Ireland still faces some uncertain times, we are absolutely sure 
of at least one thing: your love for dogs is inspirational. In another tough 
year for many, you have gone above and beyond to support our work and find 
creative and heartwarming ways to show your dedication to dogs. You are 
an amazing community, and we are so grateful for everything that you do to 
make Ireland a better place to be a dog! 

2021 – A 
Look Bark 
At Your 
Highlights 

You adopted 723 dogs 
and puppies all over Ireland  
– that’s 723 dogs dozing in 
front of the telly, paddling in 
the sea or digging up a back 
garden, all because of amazing 
dog lovers like you.

25 of the dogs rehomed were 
underdogs, who were in our care for more 
than six months before their new families 
found them. Remember Tiny the feisty 
Chihuahua, Dionne the sweet Spaniel 
and Oscar the independent Husky? Your 
generous support kept them safe and 
well until their new families found them, 
and now they are in loving forever homes, 
which all dogs deserve.

You fostered 116 dogs and 
puppies until their new families 
found them – one family even 
got their fosters to help pup 
the question in a marriage 
proposal!

You continue to keep  
165 dogs and puppies 
safe and well while they wait 
for their new families to  
come along.

You provided expert 
veterinary care for 
dozens of dogs this year, 
like Chip the Greyhound 
and gentle Rudolph the 
young Crossbreed.

7,330 of you applied 
to adopt a dog instead of 
shopping for one. 

Decked out in your bright yellow 
t-shirts, with bandanas for your 
doggie sidekicks, a massive 

6,915 of you walked 
thousands of kilometres and raised 

over €580,000 
as part of the 99k for Canines 
Facebook challenge. Your 
enthusiasm for challenging 
yourselves to help dogs is  
truly inspirational.

636 of you took 
on the daunting icebath 
challenge, raising a very 

cool €15,827.

512 
families 
completed an online Dog 
School course with your 
scrappy scholars.

You spoke up loudly for 

dogs when over 
52,000 of you 
signed our petition to end the 
illegal sale of dogs in Ireland. 
Executive Director Becky 
Bristow presented the petition 
to the government in June, 
and addressed the Oireachtas 
committee that deals with the 
sale, supply and advertising  
of pets. 

Thousands of keen dog 
owners signed up for our 

Life After 
Lockdown: 
Bark to 
Basics  
training pack, filled with tips 
and tricks for getting dogs to 
be calm in their own company, 
and teaching them skills that 
are essential in any situation.

More than 3,500 
of you social media stars 
shared rehoming appeals 
like Shep’s May the 4th Star 
Wars video, helping it to go 
viral! Shep also celebrated 
his 5th birthday here at 
the rehoming centre. This 
beautiful boy so deserves  
a loving home in 2022. 

22,600 of you visited 
our Education and Community 
website to learn more about 
keeping dogs and people living 
happily together.

A super fit 4,676 
of you did 3000 squats in 30 
days, bringing in a massive 

€263,101 with 
those buns of steel!

Tiny the Chihuahua, whose  

forever family just adore him

Rudolph the Crossbreed, who needed 
special baths and skin treatment before 
he found his loving new home

Darren Kennedy and Harry  

launching our fourth national  

Dog Friendly Ireland Day

Comedian PJ Gallagher supported 

The Big Scoop, reminding dog 
owners to bag it and bin it

Birthday boy Shep has a new  home on his birthday wish list

Rosie’s litter helps Dave nail  

the wording on his pro-pawsal  

to Alicia

Sponsor dog Bella was ready for her new home when her chance came at last, all  thanks to you!

Dog Tales - Winter 2021
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The Secret Life 
of Humans – 
An Interview 
with David 
Attenbarker 
We are delighted to introduce you to 
the newest member of the Education 
Mascot team, the wonderful David 
Attenbarker. Renowned anthropologist 
and human behaviourist, Mr 
Attenbarker, recently released a series 
of short documentaries for us. The 
videos promote simple rules that 

the whole family can follow, such as 
allowing our dogs to eat their meals 
and treats in peace, and making sure 
that they have a nice quiet place to 
rest undisturbed, promoting a safe 
and happy environment for all. He 
gave us an exclusive interview on his 
motivations behind these films, his 
relationship with humans and which 
truly is better − chasing balls  
or catching frisbees?

Mr Attenbarker, what a pleasure it is 
to meet you. Congratulations on your 
three new documentary shorts. Can I 
ask why you decided to create them?

Thank you. Yes, I’m very pleased 
with how they turned out, and the 
reception from both children and 
adults alike has been very positive. 
I released these films for a variety 
of reasons. Despite humans and 
dogs being best of friends, I fear we 
occasionally fail to understand each 
other. It is my hope that these films 
can bridge that gap.

Can you give us any examples of 
humans misunderstanding dogs?

Oh, yes. Well, for instance, I think most 
humans know that dogs should not 
be disturbed when they are eating or 
when they are sleeping, but so often 
I speak to children who say their 

own dog is different, and has never 
growled at them, so they can break 
this rule. We know, however, that this 
is stressful for all dogs, so we must 
keep spreading this message to make 
life safer for everyone.

And what about when dogs 
misunderstand humans?

Yes, this is common too. Occasionally 
a dog may chew on a stray slipper, or 
the edge of a carpet, and the human 
will find out much later. Many humans 
will shout at the dog and project a 
“guilty” look upon the dog, but the dog 
will not understand why the owner is 
angry. They will just feel stressed about 
being shouted at. So we should never 
shout at our dogs, and it goes without 
saying that we should never slap or  
hit them.

Where can we find your videos,  
Mr Attenbarker?

All three videos are available on  
our website.

The famous David 

Attenbarker, director of 

The Secret Life of Humans

Find Us Online We’re on Facebook and Twitter@ DogsTrustIrelandEducation @DT_IRE_Edu

Education Station
Gnaw-minate Us to Be 
Your Company’s Charity 
of the Year 
Does the company where you work nominate 
a ‘Charity Partner’ each year? If so, we’d be so 
grateful if you would put Dogs Trust forward to 
be considered as your organisation’s next charity 
partner. By choosing Dogs Trust, we will work 
closely with your team to develop a programme 
of fundraising activities for the year ahead. 

Our exciting Kennels of Kindness programme 
lets your workplace sponsor one of our comfy 
state-of-the-art rehoming kennels, which provide 
a safe haven for abandoned and unwanted dogs 
until they find their forever homes. To highlight 
its support, your company can put its name on 
a plaque on the kennel, and your workplace gets 
regular updates on the progress of any dog who 
stays in that kennel during the year. 

Kennels of Kindness is just one of the initiatives 
that our team offers to corporate partners. If your 
organisation would like to work with a modern, 
trustworthy, dedicated team to make Ireland 
the best place in the world to be a dog, you can 
speak to Louise in our Corporate Partnership 
team on 01 879 1823 or by email at  
louise.sherwin@dogstrust.ie

Helping Dogs Is a Fine Art for Eoin
Internationally renowned artist Eoin O’Connor is showing his love for 
dogs in more ways than one with his new Mutz Collection of fine art 
prints. Based on his original paintings of dogs of all shapes and sizes, the 
Mutz Collection is available now on Eoin’s website, and he is generously 
donating 10% of the sale price to Dogs Trust and Ash Animal Rescue. We 
are delighted to have Eoin involved in supporting our life-saving rescue 
work. The wonderful and colourful prints come with frames and are 
available in a range of sizes, starting at just €29.99. Bursting with colour 
and doggie personality, they could be an ideal present for another dog 
lover (or yourself!) and each one helps the dogs in our care, which is 
definitely something to bark about! See the collection for yourself at 
eoinoconnor.com. You can also email orders@eoinoconnor.com or  
call Eoin’s Wexford gallery at 053 94 22679.

Eoin O’Connor and a small selection of his Mutz Collection

Scan the QR code 
here to see them:

Book a Free 
Education 
Workshop for 
Your School 
– Thanks to 
Our Dedicated 
Donors
Another way that your support makes 
a huge difference to dogs is through 
education. Our Dogs Trust Education 
and Community team is always 
developing new workshops and classes, 
and is now proud to bring a brand-
new ethics workshop to secondary 
schools nationwide. This workshop will 
teach teenagers about animal welfare 
through critical thinking and ethical 
dilemmas. We expect this workshop 
to be popular among transition year 
classes, but teenagers from 1st to 6th 

year will find it enjoyable and valuable. 
We can’t wait to deliver this innovative 
new workshop to schools across the 
country soon.

We also offer workshops to primary 
schools, educating children on how to 
be safe around dogs.

Both workshops are free, and we can 
deliver them in person (adhering to 
strict COVID-19 guidelines) or online.

Check out our website for more 
information on these workshops  
and how you can book one  
LearnWithDogsTrust.ie 
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Let’s Have a Yappy 
(and Vet-free!) 
Christmas
Stick to safe, dog friendly food and 
activities for your dog’s safety and 
comfort – nobody wants a poorly  
pooch at Christmas.

Yes please
• Carrots, parsnips, sweet potato  

or peppers – these are all good  
raw, steamed or baked.

• Apples, pears or melon – great  
for dogs raw or frozen, without  
their pips (or melon rinds).

• Cooked turkey, chicken  
or salmon– fine in small  
amounts only, no bones  
or skin.

• Peanut butter (xylitol free) or 
frozen banana – these make a 
distracting tasty treat, especially in 
a Kong, K9 Connectable or other 
long-lasting dispenser.

• A chill-out space – it’s so important, 
especially if you have visitors, for your 
dog to have somewhere to get away 
and snooze in peace.

• Daytime walkies – try to get your 
walks in when it’s bright out, to avoid 
any fireworks.

• A dog friendly Christmas tree  
– no pointy needles, tempting  
tinsel or delicate glass ornaments! 
(Or keep your tree and your dog  
far apart from each other!) 

No thanks
• Rich, fatty foods – roasted meat, 

sausages, gravy or anything with  
cream in can cause an upset tum.

• Meat bones – turkey legs or cooked 
ham bones can splinter or cause 
gastrointestinal issues.

• Crisps or crackers – fatty and  
salty, these are not good for dogs.

• Constant excitement – make sure 
all your visitors, especially the younger 
ones, respect doggie downtime.

• Children and dogs unattended 
together – at best, it’s a recipe  
for mayhem. At worst…

• Open fires – sparks can fly and  
dogs can so easily overheat, so  
use a fire guard, please!

Call the Vet!
Chocolate, grapes, raisins, 
macadamia nuts and alcohol are 
all toxic to dogs, so that includes 
Christmas cake, pudding and mince 
pies. Holly berries and mistletoe 
are toxic too, as are onions, garlic, 
leeks, shallots and chives. Please 
keep them all out of the way, and 
call your vet if you think your dog 
has eaten or drunk any of these 
things. Keep your vet’s emergency 
phone number somewhere handy, 
just in case.

Above all, spend some quality time 
with your doggie pal and, from 
everyone at Dogs Trust, have  
a hairy and happy Christmas!

Magic and Piper, two doggie 

members of our Education and 

Community Team, who are now 

enjoying a happy retirement
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Your Support Saved Blue  
– Your Voice Could Save  
Even More Dogs

On Blue’s puppy farm, it was the 
silence that was deafening. Mums 
cowered away, hiding from any sign of 
human presence. Puppies nuzzled into 
dirty, matted coats for comfort from 

the cold, hard ground, all without 
making a sound. The smell of filthy 
pens was overpowering, just like 
the fear. Hundreds of terrified little 
families, in pen after pen after pen, 
suffering for profit.

Buying a pup from a place like this 
doesn’t save them. All it does is 
make a tiny space to be filled by 
another frightened, neglected pup, 
only bred for one reason – money.

Unscrupulous breeders have no 
shame. They just want to make 
quick cash from cruelty and neglect 
as they force mums like Blue to 
churn out litter after litter in the 
most brutal conditions, where dogs 
exist in the dark and the cold and 
are too afraid to even whimper.

But there is something you 
can do to help, to end the 
suffering of mums like Blue, to 
#EndPuppyFarming. By signing our 
petition, you can create a different 
kind of demand – a demand for 
change. A demand to completely 
eradicate puppy farming in Ireland. 

Puppies are not commodities. And 
mums like Blue are not machines. 
They deserve a happy life, free from 
neglect, pain and fear.

Blue, learning to trust a 

little more each day

By signing our petition at  
DogsTrust.ie/EndPuppyFarming 
you raise your voice for puppy 
farm mums who have no voice. 
You make a promise to dogs that 
you will join with Dogs Trust to 
STOP these horrific puppy farms  
once and for all, and to END the 
irresponsible breeding and sale 
of dogs in Ireland.

Perhaps you’d consider sharing 
the petition with your other dog 
loving friends or family members 
on social media with the hashtag 
#EndPuppyFarming? Help make 
our voice even louder!

Poor, fearful Blue was just one of the 
130 victims of illegal puppy farming 
that Dogs Trust was able to save 
this year – thanks to your incredible 
support. When these dogs arrived 
at the rehoming centre, they were in 
such a dreadful state that our team 
was shocked. 

Our Executive Director,  
Becky Bristow, said: 

“The condition of the dogs we 
took in was appalling. Their 
physical neglect and the pain 
many of them were in was 
shocking enough, but their sheer 
terror and avoidance of humans  
is something that will stay  
with our team forever.

“When the dogs were discovered 
and when they arrived into our 
care, the silence was deafening, 
they were literally too afraid to 
bark or indeed make any sound at 
all. Even the sound of our footsteps 
approaching, had them running 
to hide and huddle together 
for comfort. It was absolutely 
heartbreaking to witness.”

Our promise to Blue 
- we will work to 
#EndPuppyFarming

#EndPuppyFarming


